January Focus

SOME years ago, I found myself in a meeting discussing a different set of contract changes, and arguing that the bullying approach of the time was not an appropriate stance to have adopted towards a group of knowledgeable and experienced practitioners. The response was ‘but you general practitioners never change of your own accord. This is the only way that we can get you to change.’ I didn’t then have the necessary reply, that we change all the time, but it is the speed at which we change, and the gradual and organic way we do it, that renders it almost imperceptible. Periodically it’s good to take a longer view and remind ourselves of this truth. As another year turns, this month’s BJGP performs just such a role.

The approach towards back pain has done a complete about-turn, from the ‘stay in bed’ 30 or so years ago. The educational trial to improve the adherence to modern guidelines, reported on page 33, didn’t detect any differences between the intervention and control groups. One explanation suggested by the authors was that the newer guidelines had already been widely adopted. Some of the changes are adaptations to changes in social technological spheres. The actions taken by men on detecting testicular swellings illustrate both some of the traditional male habits of denial in some, as well as some much less traditionally male willingness to consult early in others (page 25). The report of having patients examining their own records was both welcome and useful, with 70% finding at least one error (page 38). Many readers, some of whom may already have incorporated this kind of activity into everyday routines, will simply shrug at this study and wonder why we bother to publish it at all, but can anyone imagine it happening 20 or 30 years ago? However, the need for a cautious, gradualist approach is also illustrated by the letter on page 59 suggesting that ‘modern’ electronic sphygmomanometers are still not accurate enough to carry the weight of responsibility for the decisions to be made on diagnosis and treatment. Forget, for the moment, the ‘white coat’ problem applying to any readings taken by doctors using any method. Too late, says Neville Goodman on page 77. Partly in response to European concerns about toxicity, traditional mercury sphygmomanometers have already been retired from hospital practice. He bemoans the further loss of touch between doctors and patients that will result — another of those mysterious aspects of medicine that we find hard to quantify and may in consequence fail to value (especially in an Anglo-Saxon culture). On page 60 one doctor is keen not to embrace the gizmos of modern technology, again valuing human contact over the beguiling attractions of the modern world. Saturday morning surgeries are vanishing, too. The patients don’t seem to mind much. As we have published elsewhere, they have become sophisticated enough to distinguish between seeing their own doctor for something long term and any doctor for more urgent problems (page 47).

Slow change is also discernible in the approach to respiratory tract infections and the use of prescribed antibiotics. This seemingly everlasting preoccupation is at last yielding to some really useful research that liberates primary care from the inappropriate conclusions derived from the populations of patients admitted to hospital. This month we publish a scoring system for adults on page 20, and a less formal set of criteria for children on page 9 — application of these rules could help to reduce antibiotic prescription, up to 30% in adults. That such reductions are possible is illustrated by the findings on page 15: the pathogenic organisms causing lower respiratory tract infection were the usual suspects, but 39% were viruses. These are adaptations to changes in social technological spheres. The actions taken by men on detecting testicular swellings illustrate both some of the traditional male habits of denial in some, as well as some much less traditionally male willingness to consult early in others (page 25). The report of having patients examining their own records was both welcome and useful, with 70% finding at least one error (page 38). Many readers, some of whom may already have incorporated this kind of activity into everyday routines, will simply shrug at this study and wonder why we bother to publish it at all, but can anyone imagine it happening 20 or 30 years ago? However, the need for a cautious, gradualist approach is also illustrated by the letter on page 59 suggesting that ‘modern’ electronic sphygmomanometers are still not accurate enough to carry the weight of responsibility for the decisions to be made on diagnosis and treatment. Forget, for the moment, the ‘white coat’ problem applying to any readings taken by doctors using any method. Too late, says Neville Goodman on page 77. Partly in response to European concerns about toxicity, traditional mercury sphygmomanometers have already been retired from hospital practice. He bemoans the further loss of touch between doctors and patients that will result — another of those mysterious aspects of medicine that we find hard to quantify and may in consequence fail to value (especially in an Anglo-Saxon culture). On page 60 one doctor is keen not to embrace the gizmos of modern technology, again valuing human contact over the beguiling attractions of the modern world. Saturday morning surgeries are vanishing, too. The patients don’t seem to mind much. As we have published elsewhere, they have become sophisticated enough to distinguish between seeing their own doctor for something long term and any doctor for more urgent problems (page 47).

If it’s difficult to discern professional changes, losses of secular knowledge can be completely invisible. Benny Sweeney makes a heartfelt plea for the pleasures to be had from fine art. He points out that the loss of shared knowledge about the classical world, and ignorance of the symbolism in Dutch genre paintings has made the exercise more difficult (page 70). I did know the story of Icarus (still a powerful metaphor that will do service in our own age for overcoming ambition) but the lute symbolising lust? News to me.

DAVID JEWELL
Editor
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